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I. INTRODUCTION

This paper focuses on active 3D object recognition by an
autonomous visual agent in an unknown environment. In this
problem, the central issue concerns the choice of the next
viewpoint in the dynamical exploration of the object given
the information collected until the present state of the agent.
Numerous exploration strategies have been proposed and they
were shown to outperform random viewpoint planification.
Some are based on the maximization of an entropy measure
which accounts for the dissimilarity between objects as in [3,
1], or they attempt to find the viewpoint the most favorable in
terms of discrimination ability [4]. An agent-based approach
was also proposed in the context of reinforcement learning
framework [2]. The latter approach accounts for the interaction
between the agent and the environment through the update of
a planning function. However, these strategies are not robust
with respect to the number of classes objects and they may
even turn to be infeasible when there are many distinct classes.
In the present paper, we propose to unify both approaches in
order to deal with a very large number of classes of objects.
We define a planning function based on an entropy measure
which is adaptive in two senses: (i) it takes into account the
knowledge acquired by the agent until its present state, and
(ii) it progressively filters the classes with high confidence. We
present simulation results for our adaptive exploration strategy
on a car image database. These results illustrate the impact on
performance with respect to both the number of classes and
the duration of the exploration process.

II. COMBINED ENTROPY BASED VIEWPOINT
PLANIFICATION

Multiple observations fusion.
Let Ω = {1, . . .K} be a set of object classes. Ob-
jects are modelized by the joint conditional likelihoods
P (O, θ | ω), ω ∈ Ω, where (O, θ) is a pair observation-
viewpoint. These models are learned on a set of data points
{Oi, θi, ωi}. Given a sequence 〈O, θ〉T of T observation-
viewpoint pairs of an unknown object, we accumulate weak
class hypotheses through an iterative scheme. This procedure
is based on the following joint conditional likelihood factor-

ization :

P (〈O, θ〉T−1,OT , θT | ω) = P (OT | θT , ω)
×P (θT | 〈O, θ〉T−1, ω)P (〈O, θ〉T−1 | ω) (1)

Equation (1) holds by assuming conditional independence
beetween observations and conditional independence between
OT and previous viewpoints. The conditionnal probability
P (θT | 〈O, θ〉T−1, ω) indicates how to select the next view-
point θT given the past observations of the object.
Ambiguity reduction.
A first aspect of optimal viewpoint selection is to reduce
ambiguity amongst classes. Ambiguity is given by the entropy,
defined by

HΩ(ω | O, θ) = −
∑
ω∈Ω

P (ω | O, θ) log(P (ω | O, θ)) (2)

The expected entropy at θT is the sum of the entropy over all
possible observations :

H̄Ω(ω | θT ) = EO|θT
{HΩ(ω | O, θT )}

=
∫
θ

∫
O

HΩ(ω | O, θ)P (O | θ)P (θ | θT )dOdθ (3)

The probability P (θ | θT ) allows to take into account the agent
viewpoint inaccuracy. Due to the entropy surjectivity, many
possible viewpoints may lead to same optimality. Each of
them corresponds to a different combination of the a posteriori
probabilities P (ω | O, θ).
Combined viewpoint planification.
To adress this issue, we propose a planning function which
is a combination of the posterior expected entropy and the
likelihood of the best current hypothesis denoted by ω∗. By
doing so, the next viewpoint is chosen in order to favour the
current hypothesis. The final planification function, which we
maximize over θT , is defined by :

FΩ,ω∗(θT ) = −H̄
′

Ω(ω | θT )

+ α

∫
θ

∫
O

P (θ | θT )P (O | θ, ω∗)dOdθ (4)

where H̄′Ω is the normalized entropy defined by H̄′Ω = H̄Ω
logK ,

and α is a parameter used for ajusting the influence of the
hypothesis validation term (in all experiments, we set α = 1).



Fig. 1. Illustration of the database used for the experiments. Objects are
represented by their 2D appearence. Only one explemplary image is shown
for each object.

Practical computation of (4) is done by replacing integrations
by sums over the learning data points. By maximizing this
combined planification function, the next observation will tend
to confirm the current hypothesis. When this hypothesis is
wrong, its likelihood will be small, leading to the generation
of a new hypothesis.

III. CLASS FILTERING

During the recognition process, the agent is able to sort the
hypotheses according to the a posteriori probabilities. Class
filtering consists in defining, after each observation T , a frame
of discernment ST such that ST ⊆ Ω. A new planning function
FST ,ω∗ is then defined with respect to this subset.
When the (T + 1)-th observation is available, the a posteriori
probabilites in ST are updated. All classes which posterior
are below a threshold are removed. The next viewpoint is
obtained via equation (4) with the new frame of discernment
ST+1 ⊆ ST . The procedure terminates when card(ST+1) = 1
or if one of the posteriors exceeds an upper threshold.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A number of experiments were performed to validate the
combined viewpoint planification and the class filtering ap-
proach for active recognition.
For this case study, the database is composed of 12 car models,
as shown in figure 1. For each car, we considered 2 sets of
data : a learning set used to compute the likelihood models,
and a test set used for the experiments.

The illustrative environment allows a one degree of freedom
exploration along the azimuth.

During the learning stage, objects were presented on a
turntable to a calibrated camera and images were acquired
for a 360◦ rotation at video rate, giving approximately 1000
images per object. Each image was annotated by the object
pose relative to the camera.
Objects were then centered into a 100*100 pixels sub-window
and represented using the GLOH appearence descriptor [5].
The size of the descriptor was reduced by PCA. The covari-
ance matrix for PCA was computed using the descriptors of
the learning set of the database.
We assume the object models P (O, θ | ω) to be factorized as
P (θ)P (O | ω). At each step, viewpoint distribution P (θ) is
modelled by a gaussian distribution centered on the planified
viewpoint θT . We chose 5-dimensional final descriptors and
12 modes gaussian mixtures for modeling P (O | ω). Figure
2 gives the cumulated recognition performance as a function
of the sequence length for a 8 classes database. With no

Fig. 2. Influence of the filtering threshold on the averaged recognition
accuracy (obtained with 8 classes in the database).

Fig. 3. Effect of class filtering on classification performance for an increasing
number of objects in the database.

class filtering, the combined planification function leads to
better accuracy than entropy alone planification. Class filtering
further improves performances. Figure 3 shows that class
filtering improvement is all the more sensible as the number
of classes in the database increases.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have developped an adaptive viewpoint planification
strategy for 3D active object recognition. It as two main
features. First, it tends to validate the current best class
hypothesis. Second, it is coupled with class filtering, which
allows to uncover new optimal viewpoints as observations are
gathered. Experimental results on a car database showed that
our approach give better performance compared to standard
viewpoint planification, and is more robust to a large number
of classes in the database. In the future, we intend to further
characterize the impact of the filtering threshold on the per-
formance.
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